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LOA
LWL
Beam
Draft
Fuel
Water
Engines

49'0'
48'8"
24'4"
3'3"
80 gal.
70 gal.
Twin 40 hp

SPECIFICATIONS

The Ocean Cat 48.8 was designed by cruisers who
continue to blue water cruise. Understanding the
needs of the" cruiser", they set out to build a sleek,
fast, low-maintenance boat. .. a boat with exceptional
water clearance under the bridgedeck and
exceptional sailing qualities.
Striving to be
innovative, while still remaining practical new finish
materials were found and creative utilization of space
was achieved.
The Ocean Cat 48.8 is a "practical boat for practical
people" TM.

Displacement (unloaded)
Payload
Mast above OWL
Mainsail sq. ft.
Genoa sq. ft.
Total sail area

13000#
5000#
62'/72'
718/
413/
1131 /

atmosphere. Creative exterior features include cut
out transoms for effortless boarding by dingy, a
recessed swim ladder, dive locker and a transom live
well.
Outstanding sailing performance will allow you to
reach your destination quicker and before the
weather window closes ensuring an enjoyable trip
with the added bonus that you can spend more time
at your destination.
Premier sailing qualities, creative usage of materials
and space and lightweight solid construction all
contribute to make this boat a cruisers dream! Our
boats have been sailing for six years and have well
over 60,000 ocean miles under their hulls.

Systems and mechanical installations have been
approached from the owner's standpoint. A high
priority is given to the the practical installation of
mechanicals which make ease of access for
maintenance and servicing your systems a breeze.
We understand that when you are out to sea or in
that remote location, the rule you live by is that the
systems work or you do without-as you are the
system manager and the maintenance department!

The time has come for someone to design a
catamaran that will let you live the life you've
dreamed of having, free of the daily constraints; a
boat that will not dictate your lifestyle but let's you
choose the lifestyle you want to live!

Exceptional features on the Ocean Cat 48.8 include:
abundant ventilation, storage and space. Innovative
low maintenance, easy care materials are used on
the interior surfaces for a warm, bright, comfortable

Let us help you "Live your Dream"TM.
Experience
the thrill of sailing and owning an Ocean Cat 48.8 we
know there is an "Ocean of Difference"TM let us show
you just how much of a difference there is!
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Note: These specification are believed to be correct at the time of printing, this document is not contractual. For continuous improvement, the
builder reserves the right to make alterations without obligation.
Draft and displacement stated above vary with load conditions.

The Ocean Cat 48.8 is available finished, in any stage of
construction or in a power version. We have abundant
space available to facilitate your needs should you choose
to finish your boat at our location. Actual performance
under power with 40 hp engines is 10 knots and with twin
88 hp engines speed increases to 20 knots.
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